
ASCELLA RIVERPINES VINEYARD LANDSCAPE CONCEPT PLAN
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LEGEND
New Entry - Remove the existing cattle stockyard 
and install ornamental garden beds and tree planting 
to create a visually prominent entry to the vineyards 
and eco-lodges. New signage and fencing to be 
incorporated.

Vineyard Lodges - The vineyard lodges provide a 
unique experience of nestled amongst the vines.

Welcome Garden - A highly designed ornamental 
garden welcomes the visitor and helps set the scene 
for the vineyard. It provides a physical and visual barrier 
between the residence and the cellar door / lodge 
operations.

Event Space - An expanded orchard and designated 
events space where large events can take place.

The Orchard Arbour - A feature of the vineyard the 
arbour can be used for functions and weddings within 
the orchard setting. A small clearing provides space for 
gatherings and takes advantage of the views beyond.

Cellar Door - The cellar door can be utilised for indoor 
events and uses the large outdoor deck for overflow 
space overlooking the ornamental lake.

Ornamental Lake - A central feature of the vineyard 
and eco-lodges and can be used as part of the flood 
mitigation and irrigation.

Overflow Area - This space can become overflow 
space for very large events / functions as well as 
overflow parking.

Eco-Lodges - The lodges overlook the revegetated 
creek gully. Privacy between each lodge is created 
through orientation, landscaping and screen walls. They 
are accessed by walking / golf cart paths.

Creek Walk - The trail follows a constructed overflow 
creek from the ornamental lake all the way to the natural 
creek to the south of the vineyard

Road Edge Planting - Ornamental deciduous trees 
align the road and creates an attractive edge to the 
vineyards.
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